Intracranial hemorrhage and neurodevelopmental outcome at one year in infants weighing 1200 grams or less. Prognostic significance of ventriculomegaly at term gestational age.
Seventy-five surviving infants weighting 1200 g or less at birth were followed up longitudinally, employing real-time ultrasonographic examination of the brain from birth to term corrected gestational age. Evaluations using the Milani-Comparetti Motor Developmental Screening Test and developmental testing using the Bayley Scales of Infant Development were performed at 4, 8, and 12 months corrected age. Thirty-five (46.7%) of the infants were diagnosed to have intracranial hemorrhage (ICH). These infants were significantly smaller and lighter and were mechanically ventilated close to five times longer than infants without ICH. ICH was predictive of poorer developmental outcome through the first postnatal year. ICH infants had significantly lower Bayley motor scores at both 4 and 12 months. Sixteen of the 20 who scored less than 84 on one or both of the Bayley Scales at one year had a history of ICH. When infants with hemorrhage and normal ventricles at term (ICH-no VM) were compared to infants with hemorrhage and ventriculomegaly at term (ICH-VM), the poorest motor outcome was seen in the ICH-VM group. Only the ICH-VM group showed motor performance significantly poorer than the non-ICH group at 12 months of age. Regardless of severity of hemorrhage, the data suggested an added risk for poorer developmental outcome in ICH survivors who had ventriculomegaly or abnormal periventricular morphology at term. Thus, intracranial hemorrhage per se indicates significantly greater risk of short-term motor sequelae continuing through the first four postnatal months, but persistently abnormal ventricles serve as a more significant "marker" of risk for longer term neuromotor delays at one year corrected age.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)